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About This Game

With innovative technologies such as fly-by-wire controls, sophisticated systems for night and all-weather operations and the
ability to carry a variety of weapons, the F-16 continually proves to be the workhorse of the USAF. Victorious in all of its air-to-

air engagements, the awesome reputation of the F-16 is undisputed.
Features

Authentic Lockheed Martin approved flight model and avionics

Flight tested by Lockheed Martin F-16 Chief Test Pilot, John Fergione

Get airborne and begin combat in minutes

Fast 3Dfx™ support, up to 1024 x 768 with Voodoo2™ [Incredible with SLI]

Fully interactive 3D virtual cockpit accurately reflects the F-16's current conditions and can be viewed at any time

40 single player missions plus 12 multiplayer missions - 6 deathmatch and 6 A.W. (Air War) cooperative missions

Mission design tool to create your own scenarios and share them with friends

Use F-16's LANTIRN for night vision and precision bombings
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6 degrees of freedom graphics system for unrestricted views of the action

FREE Large-scale Internet play via NovaWorld — go head-to-head with over 120 F-16 Multirole Fighters, MiG-29
Fulcrums and F-22 Raptors in one arena
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This game is ♥♥♥♥ing amazing. Mantep cuk premium akun ne karo lisensi sesasi. Just downloaded, and my inital feelings are
this is incredible! I havent figured out everything yet, but the one thing I would really like to see is the ability to "flick" the puck
witht the goalie stick. After I make a save I would like to be able to clear my crease and idealy shoot the puck back towards the
fowards blasting slapshots at my head.

It is a ton of fun to play!! I would love to see more shots to the top glove, or maybe a slider to scale where shots are taken

Edit: And I do jump half the time at shots coming at me. Beautiful monochromic expirience, perfect match with audio.
Game flow reminds of Journey, hard to stop playing. Hardly recommend.. Some parts of this game were really good, graphics
were outstanding but the cons far outweigh the pros.

Long useless leadins, even after employing the skip feature. The endless interrogations with flashing lights and garbled screen.
After putting up with that every time I wanted to resume a game, my eyes felt ready to pop out of my head.
The incredible stupidity of the bots in single player campaigns. The game making you fail over and over again to complete and
escape before finally letting you succeed.

A waste of time and money.. quot;Load your Guns and Rock'n'Roll, Babe!!"
...at least that's what i thought but the truth is painfully different. Its more like:
"Load your backpack with Grenades and throw them like stupid"
In every match i encoutered, the players only throw Grenades, never using a skill and only shooting for getting a kill.
To quote a player i chatted with:"This game should be named Grenadiers."
I TRIED to write a fair and neutral Review but its impossible! The most important aspect for a game isn't given here...you
wanna know what this aspect is? Being able to play and have fun! Sorry guys...but as long as Grenades are that overused, i'm not
giving this Game a thumbs up.. Best game ever, would 100% reccomend ! :). The game builds suspense via resource
management very well. It leaves you very limited information about the "phenomenons" you encounter, which feeds into the
suspense. A nice little game
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Highschool possession is a visual novel, I really really recommend this one, a wonderful, beautiful visual novel.

+amazing soundtrack
+great backgrounds
+everything is so awesome about this game
+and a beautiful main menu

10\/10. The best game on steam.. SOOO awesome. Wish more people played!!. Very beautifull Upgrate to The Golf Club!

Some tiny wishes left:
* free adjustable and saveable campositions (F9 saveable)
* realtime switchable greengrid
* maybe an ambient soundmixer

This upgrate is every cent worth!

Thanks for it..... This game gives you extreme rage... But if you like little puzzles and stuff, get it... It's like something you
would see in the background of a YouTube video.... The weapons, outfit and pet\/mount skin are cool. A little cheap to just give
us 30 days of premium and 1200 Lumen but it will do.

Even though it was only 30 days of premium I still recommend it for the badass look.. I originally gave this game a thumbs
down because of bugs but, within a week, all the bugs i myself had spotted have been patched. Very impressed. The voice acting
still sucks and i would like more variety in the character creation and progression. The one bug that hasn't been fixed yet is the
fact that stores replenish identical stock if you leave and reopen them. Fix that please. Randomise shop inventory and give it a
cooldown for it to replenish. Combat is still good as it always was and the introduction of hotkeyed abilites was a big yes for
me!
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